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The role of electron irradiation history in liquid cell
transmission electron microscopy
Trevor H. Moser,1,2 Hardeep Mehta,1 Chiwoo Park,3 Ryan T. Kelly,1
Tolou Shokuhfar,2,4* James E. Evans1,5*
In situ liquid cell transmission electronmicroscopy (LC-TEM) allows dynamic nanoscale characterization of systems in a
hydrated state. Although powerful, this technique remains impaired by issues of repeatability that limit experimental
fidelity and hinder the identification and control of some variables underlying observed dynamics. We detail new LC-
TEMdevices that improve experimental reproducibility by expanding available imaging area and providing a platform
for investigating electron flux history on the sample. Irradiation history is an important factor influencing LC-TEM
results that has, to this point, been largely qualitatively and not quantitatively described. We use these devices to
highlight the role of cumulative electron flux history on samples fromboth nanoparticle growth and biological imaging
experiments and demonstrate capture of time zero, low-dose images on beam-sensitive samples. In particular, the
ability to capture pristine images of biological samples, where the acquired image is the first time that the cell
experiences significant electron flux, allowed us to determine that nanoparticlemovement compared to the cellmem-
brane was a function of cell damage and therefore an artifact rather than visualizing cell dynamics in action. These
results highlight just a subset of the new science that is accessible with LC-TEM through the newmultiwindow devices
with patterned focusing aides.
INTRODUCTION
Liquid cell transmission electron microscopy (LC-TEM) and liquid cell
scanning transmission electronmicroscopy (LC-STEM) have proven to
be powerful tools for investigating dynamics of nanoparticle growth (1),
electrochemical processes (2), and biological structures (3, 4) at high
spatial resolutions in a native hydrated environment. Although the con-
cept is not new (5, 6), recently available commercial holders have been
developed that considerably lower the barrier of entry to the field. These
holders trap small volumes of liquid between thin (50 nmor less) mem-
branes supported by a thicker substrate (7). Despite their utility, the field
has struggled to control a large number of variables that can affect the
outcome of LC-TEM experiments (8). Primary issues are related to
understanding electron beam–liquid interactions, control of liquid thick-
ness, flow variability, and reduced imaging area (9). Although a great deal
has been achieved toward understanding the effects of the electron beam
on a liquid sample, the devices and holders commonly used have re-
mained largely unchanged. A number of purpose-built instruments have
been detailed (10–12), but their function is either highly specific or not
easily adoptable by the rest of the field. Here, we describe new multi-
functional devices that solve some of the above-listed issues and enable
new quantitative science. The devices are compatible with commercially
available LC-TEM holders while maintaining a reasonable level of sim-
plicity and flexibility so that others may immediately integrate or modify
these designs to meet their own research needs.
RESULTS
Because electrons are ionizing radiation, LC-TEM experiments must
contend with beam interactions on the sample under investigation.
Known effects of electron irradiation include growth and etching of
metal nanoparticles (1) and damage to soft materials (13) including
biological samples (14). Understanding the role of electron-liquid inter-
actions, however, has thus far been constrained to local irradiation events,
although the question of how global irradiation affects electron-liquid
interactions has not yet been described. To reliably quantify changes
due to global irradiation history on a sample, increased reproducibility is
required for sequential liquid cell experiments. Because of the inherent
liquid variation that can occur when assembling multiple different liquid
cells as a result of sample clumping or environmental contaminants, in-
creasing the number of data sets that can be acquired within a single
assembled device is preferential to repeating multiple experiments that
provide one or few data points. The latter approach is the typical
paradigm used for most LC-TEM experiments.
We have fabricated new devices that improve on currently available
commercial devices by increasing the number of transparentmembrane
regions from one (Fig. 1, A and B), found on most devices currently, to
five, as shown in Fig. 1C. These new five-membrane devices create a 5 ×
5 array of windows (Fig. 1D)when assembled, with one rotated 90° with
respect to the other, representing a 25-fold increase in imaging area over
single-window devices. A detailed description of the fabrication process
can be found in the SupplementaryMaterials and fig. S6.We additionally
use liftoff deposition techniques to pattern features on the surface of the
devices, such as spacer material or focusing aids (Fig. 1E). The device de-
sign and fabricationprocess allows ahighdegree of customizationbasedon
experimentalneeds.Althoughthe resultspresentedhereuseaHummingbird
liquid cell holder, we have also made multiwindow devices compatible
with other holders such as the Protochips liquid cell holder (fig. S1, A to
C), demonstrating the flexibility of our fabrication process for creating
multiwindow liquid cell devices for different applications and holders.
The ability to acquiremultiple data sets from a single device provides
an ideal platform to study how increasing cumulative electron flux on a
sample (both locally and globally) can affect subsequent behavior of
particle growth experiments. The growth of metal nanoparticles from
solutionwith the electronbeamhas beenwell characterized (15,16),where
radiolysis of water by the electron beam produces aqueous electrons and
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other radical species that reduce the precursor solution to precipitate par-
ticles from solution (17). Although this growth is expected to be con-
strained to the irradiated area, we have observed the precipitation/
growth of particles outside of the illuminated region after the experi-
ment, similar to other studies in the field (1). It currently remains un-
clear if these particles are the product of radiolysis products diffusing
away from the illuminated area or if particle nuclei form within the
illuminated region, diffuse outside of the irradiated area, and continue
growth. Schneider et al. (18) have demonstrated through simulation
that the most reactive radical species generated by electron beam–water
interactions (such as aqueous electrons) react rapidly with the bulk so-
lution immediately after leaving the irradiated area. Other more inert
species, however, such as H2 and O2 may diffuse away from the ir-
radiated area and can be present in significant concentrations several
micrometers away from the area imaged (18). Because it is common
practice to acquiremultiple data sets from a single device, understanding
howprevious irradiationhistory can change growthbehavior andkinetics
(either via formation of reactive species or sample depletion) is critical for
comparing observations between experiments. Although sample deple-
tion effects have been observed qualitatively (9, 19) during localized beam
exposure, a quantitative analysis of the effect of large cumulative electron
flux on a sample has not been performed. This lack of quantification is
surprising considering that the study of nanoparticle nucleation, growth,
and interactions represents the largest fraction by far of published re-
search in the LC-TEM field.
Effect of irradiation history on silver nanoparticle growth
Tracking the growth kinetics of metal nanoparticles precipitated from
an aqueous precursor using the electron beam provides an ideal plat-
form for studying irradiation history. There are a number of studies
detailing kinetics for various precursor solutions and electron flux
conditions formetal (1, 20, 21) andmetal-organic (13, 22) nanoparticles.
The precipitation of silver nanoparticles from a silver nitrate precursor
using the electron beam has been especially well characterized (23, 24).
For the current LC-STEM study tracking silver nanoparticle growth, we
captured multiple data sets within a single multiwindow device by pre-
cipitating nanoparticles from a 0.1 mM AgNO3 solution, where each
subsequent video was captured in adjacent window corners and ap-
proximately 50 mm away from the previous video. Each data set was
captured with identical imaging conditions and equal number of STEM
scans (200) to ensure that the incremental electron flux increase between
replicate videos is consistent. The scan area was 1024 × 1024 pixels, the
dwell time was 3 ms, the beam current was 5.85 pA, and the pixel size was
1.47 nm, yielding a final electron flux of 0.51 e−/Å2 per scan. At 200
scans per experiment, the total cumulative electron flux for each
video capture was 101.4 e−/Å2. A total of 13 videos were taken for the
data set (Fig. 2); the map of windows and the experiment locations re-
lative to each other can be found in fig. S2 (A andB). Evidence of sample
hydration is provided in fig. S2C, depicting the contrast gradient from
corner to center typical of hydrated liquid cells in addition to an electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) spectrum (fig. S2D), both of which
were acquired after data collection to limit beam exposure. Figure
2A shows frames from three of the videos depicting the nucleation
and growth of particles over time during irradiation. Particle track-
ing algorithms were used to track particle diameters for each video,
where only particles that were in focus (located on the top mem-
brane) and fully within the field of view were used for analysis (25, 26).
Figure 2B shows the mean diameter for the particles of each video
over time, where the growth of these particles follows approximately
a t1/2 power law, indicating reaction-limited growth kinetics (23).
The mean growth exponent for all videos was 0.5095 ± 0.0113 and
was derived from a linear regression model following the form r = Ktb,
as has been described elsewhere (24, 27). Growth fromAgNO3 has been
shown to follow both a t1/3 (24) and a t1/2 (23) power law for identical
precursors depending on the electron flux, where a lower electron flux
results in a lower concentration of reducing species and reaction-limited
growth behavior (23). The consistency of growth kinetics across multiple
sequential videos suggests that for systems that are reaction-limited,
the kinetics of growing particles are independent of increasing growth
history within the lateral spatial distance between experiments investi-
gated here (~50 mm). It is possible that there may be a minimum lateral
distance between experiments such that, below a certain distance offset,
subsequent experiments may be influenced by previous irradiation
events. This minimum distance remains unknown, although it seems
that data acquired in adjacent window corners (~50 um apart) are
sufficient so that serial experiments do not affect growth kinetics of
subsequent experiments.
Despite growth kinetics behaving consistently for increasing cu-
mulative electron flux, it was noted that there was a gradual decrease
in the number of particles formed with increasing cumulative electron
flux (Fig. 2C). During the experiment described above, the liquid cell
holder was used in a static regime, where there was no flow of fresh
precursor solution during the experiment. We speculated that this
reduction in number of nucleated particles could be the result of de-
pletion of the precursor solution. As shown in Fig. 2 (D and E), we
Fig. 1. Overviewofnewmultiwindowdevices for improvedLC-TEM. (A) Standard
commercially available nanofluidic devicewith a single 200× 50–mmwindow centered
on thedevice (black arrow). (B) Schematic of available imaging areawhendevices from
(A) are assembled with windows oriented perpendicular to each other. (C) Custom
nanofluidic device with five windows of 50 mm width (black arrow). Gold spacer
material can be seen on the devices (white arrow). (D) Schematic of available imaging
area when devices from (B) are assembled with windows oriented perpendicular to
each other, where a 5 × 5 grid of windows is created. (E) Nanofluidic devices from
(C) that have been patterned with Au grid bars (orange arrow) crossing the windows
for use as focusing aids. (F) Schematic of available imaging area when devices from (E)
are assembled with windows oriented perpendicular to each other. Grid bars are
shown bisecting the center of each window for focusing applications. Scale bar repre-
sents 1 mm for (A), (C), and (E), whereas (B), (D), and (F) are illustrations of window
overlaps not shown to scale.
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have repeated these experiments in the presence and absence of flow
of fresh precursor solution while keeping variables such as electron
flux and fluid thickness constant.
EELSmeasurements (28)were taken at the corner of eachwindow to
confirm flat device geometries. This was a priority because a thickness
gradient resulting from two devices not being perfectly parallel to each
other could cause a “wedge”-shaped liquid sample across the multi-
window area, which we know from previous studies can affect solution
concentration and chemistry (23). In addition to changing solution
chemistry, changing thickness can also influence growth by the physical
confinement within the constrained space of the liquid cell that might
differ from what may be observed in a bulk solution. Thus, for these
Fig. 2. Cumulative electron flux effects on silver nanoparticle growth. (A) Individual frames showing growth of silver nanoparticles by reducing a 0.1 mM AgNO3 aqueous
precursor solutionwith the electron beam. LC-STEM frames taken fromvideo captures 2, 6, and 12 are compared across time. The scan areawas 1024× 1024 pixels, the dwell time
was 3 ms, the beam currentwas 5.85 pA, and the pixel sizewas 1.47 nm, resulting in an electron flux of 0.51 e−/Å2 per scan. (B) Diameter of particles fromall videos plotted over the
course of the 200 scan exposures. Only particles in focus, contained entirely within the viewing area, and nonoverlapping are used in the growth rate analysis. (C) Total number of
particles nucleated in each capture video, where particles on both windows (in focus and out of focus) are counted. (D) Number of particles nucleated for a 0.1 mM AgNO3
precursor solution (blue squares) and a 0.5 mM AgNO3 precursor solution (orange circles) without flow of fresh precursor during imaging. Each experiment was performed in an
adjacentwindow for 200STEMscans. The electron fluxwas 0.51 e−/Å2 per scan and101.4 e−/Å2 per video. (E) Number of particles nucleated for a 0.1mMAgNO3precursor solution
(blue squares) and a 0.5 mM AgNO3 precursor solution (orange circles) while flowing fresh precursor solution at a rate of 0.5 ml/min. The electron flux is equivalent to that in (D).
Scale bar, 1 mm (A).
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experiments, only data sets where the assembled device geometry
was equivalent were compared. We also tested a more concentrated
precursor solution (0.5 mM) to determine whether depletion could be
avoided by simply increasing the number of available silver ions in
solution. Figure 2D shows particle counts for 0.1 mM (blue squares)
and 0.5 mM (orange circles) solutions that were imaged without flow
of precursor solution. The mean thickness of the 0.1 mM sample was
0.816 ± 0.266 inelastic mean free paths (IMFPs), whereas the mean
thickness of the 0.5 mM sample was 1.650 ± 0.496 IMFPs. A map of
window positions and IMFPmeasurements for the 0.1mM experiment
without flow is shown in fig. S3 (A and B). For both the 0.1 and 0.5mM
data sets, initial movies show high particle counts that fall off in sub-
sequent movies. For the 0.1 mM condition without flow, after the third
video, only one to three particles were nucleated for each subsequent
video, whereas no particles were nucleated for videos 14 and 15. The
0.5 mM precursor resulted in growth of more particles and took longer
to deplete for a comparable thickness. However, by the 10th video, only
one to three particles were nucleated, and no particles were nucleated in
videos 13 to 15.
Each experiment was then repeated under the same conditions but
while flowing fresh precursor solution at a rate of 0.5 ml/min for the
entire duration of the experiment (Fig. 2E). The mean thickness of
the 0.1 mM flow sample was 0.906 ± 0.132 IMFPs, whereas that of
the 0.5 mM flow sample was 1.610 ± 0.155 IMFPs. Amap of window
positions and IMFP measurements for the 0.1 mM experiment with
flow is shown in fig. S3 (C and D). When fresh precursor solution
was replenished to the imaging area, both sample concentrations
continued to nucleate particles at the maximum cumulative electron
flux (limited by the number of windows available in a single device).
The 0.1 mM sample averaged 7 ± 5.7 particles nucleated per video,
whereas the 0.5 mM sample nucleated an average of 71 ± 24.9 par-
ticles per video.
On the basis of nucleation theory, silver nanoparticle nucleation by
LC-TEM or LC-STEM occurs as the concentration of free silver atoms
increases due to precursor degradation or reduction by the electron
beam (29). Once the concentration of available atoms reaches a critical
threshold (the supersaturation point), nanoparticle nucleation and
growth rapidly occurs, depleting the local concentration of available
silver atoms (29). Nuclei that do not reach a critical size or free energy
state are then dissolved back into solution, whereas those that reach
above this barrier continue to grow through monomer addition (30).
In our experiments, the observed decrease in particles formed as a
function of increasing cumulative electron flux can be explained by
the depletion of the sample where the precursor solution is globally
depleted and fewer nuclei reach a stable size for growth. This can be
explained by the concentration of silver atoms dropping below the
supersaturation point faster with the progressively depleted precursor
solution. This result would not have been possible without the ability
to control for confounding variables such as thickness variation and
equivalent irradiation history.
These results demonstrate that the total electron flux on the sample
before data collection is as important a factor as the total electron flux
during the experiment. Because electron flux is reported in the literature
only for the duration of the experiment, and not for previous exposures
(such as for finding focus or setting up beam conditions), the variability
observed for otherwise seemingly identical experiments in previously
reported studies from our group and others may be the result of
differing cumulative electron flux histories between the two samples.
Future studies should minimize electron flux on the sample before data
collection, in addition to documenting total electron flux on the sample
not accounted for in the direct image acquisition. As an aside, although
we find the above described behavior to be true for our reaction-limited
system, other systems of different precursor solutions, concentrations,
and electron fluxes or that are diffusion-limited may show increased or
decreased sensitivity to a history of irradiation. Accounting for the sen-
sitivity of a sample to global irradiation history should therefore be
considered when attempting to understand the growth behavior and
kinetics of other systems.
“Low-dose” imaging for biological samples
Investigating biological systems has additionally been amajor interest of
LC-TEM (31, 32), although the role of irradiation history on soft and
organic samples is of even greater concern than for other systems. Thus,
determining whether structural and morphological changes are actual
physiological events or artifacts of the electron beam damaging the
sample is a necessary consideration for any LC-TEM experiment on a
biological sample. The cryogenic transmission electron microscopy
(cryo-EM) field has shown a tolerable structural threshold of 5 to
20 e−/Å2 cumulatively for macromolecular complexes (33) and 50 to
200 e−/Å2 for whole cells depending on target resolution (34). However,
although structural information may be intact at these electron fluxes,
enzyme activity has been demonstrated to be altered with fluxes in the
range of 0.05 e−/Å2 (35). To date, a rigorous investigation of the
cumulative irradiation sensitivity to biological samples in the confined
environment of thin liquid cells used for LC-TEM has not been per-
formed, although several studies have attempted to demonstrate the via-
bility of cells irradiatedwith the electronbeambyusing so-called live/dead
cell fluorescent assays (3, 36). Concerns about the usage of these fluores-
cent assays have been raised (37), where it should be noted that an assay
may report a cell as “alive,” even though significant damage has occurred
toDNA, protein, ormacromolecular complexes, resulting in the cell being
altered from its natural physiological state. Problematically, the damage
caused to a protein resulting in its inactivation can occur at signifi-
cantly higher spatial resolutions than has been demonstrated by
LC-TEM or LC-STEM on biological samples, meaning observations
and conclusions about physiological events may be confounded by
damage events. Because LC-TEM seeks to observe dynamics as they nat-
urally occur, limiting electron exposure before imaging is critical. Un-
wanted irradiation most commonly occurs while finding focus for the
sample before data collection. Although a window edge can be used to
aid with focus, often the first few frames of an LC-TEM experiment
are not quite in focus, and the sample is used to find the exact focus.
To improve reliability for low-dose focusing, we have patterned our
multiwindow LC-TEMdevices with thin grid bars of gold (Fig. 1, E and
F) to serve as an in situ focusing aid. When assembled within a liquid
cell holder, the grid bars bisect the center of each window (Fig. 3, A and
B). Because imaging is most commonly performed at the corner of each
window, focus can be found at the grid bars, and imaging can then be
carried out at the adjacent corner on the sample of interestwithminimal
electron flux before imaging. This low-dose regime (similar to what is
performed for cryo-EM) is depicted in Fig. 3C and movie S1, where
10-nm gold nanoparticles fixed to the top window were imaged near
ideal focus in STEM up to 10 mm away from the area used for focusing
and were captured from the very first frame at highmagnification. This
is highly useful because the highly convergent beam of a STEM probe
has a very narrowdepth of field, and a small defocus value can result in a
significant loss in resolution. Time zero, in-focus imaging is a critical
component for nanoparticle growth experiments and biological samples,
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in particular fromminimizing electron flux on the sample before starting
data collection.
Using these grid bars as focusing aids, we imaged a number of
biological samples with both LC-TEM and LC-STEM. Cupriavidus
metallidurans was imaged using TEM (fig. S4, A to C), whereas fig.
S4D shows a bacterium labeled with 10-nm biotinylated gold nano-
particles imaged with STEM. The multiple windows in our devices
were especially advantageous for imaging cells, which have a tendency
to distribute nonuniformly over the surface of the LC-TEM devices,
making them unlikely to rest over the single window present in con-
ventional devices. This distribution problem is highlighted in fig. S5,
which depicts the 25 windows of a device, where C. metallidurans was
found in only 16 of the 25 windows. Having multiple imaging regions
in this case allowed us to collect significantly more data from one
assembled device than would have been possible with a conventional
single window device.
Finally, we used these devices to study the effect of electron flux on a
biological sample.Using focus aids,we acquired images ofC.metallidurans
with minimal electron flux before initial exposure and captured a near-
pristine state (Fig. 4A) at a cumulative electron flux of 1 e−/Å2. Cell
membranes and internal structures are identifiable in this first image;
in addition, metal nanoparticles are visible near, in, or on the cells.
C. metallidurans is known for its high heavy metal resistance and role
in gold biomineralization. The cells imaged here were grown in a 50mM
AuCl medium before imaging, which is likely the origin of the metal
nanoparticles observed. After this first image, the beam is blanked for
20min, and a second exposure is made at an electron flux of 1 e−/Å2 for
a total cumulative flux of 2 e−/Å2. This is repeated twomore times for a
final cumulative flux of 4 e−/Å2 for the sample. Morphological changes
in the cells from the first image to the last are immediately apparent (Fig.
4B). A mask of cell outlines calculated from the very first image is
projected over the subsequent acquired images and illustrates the
cells shrinking at a roughly equivalent rate centered on their initial posi-
tion. Swelling of cells is a common imaging artifact in cryo-EM, in-
dicative of beam damage due to a buildup of liberated hydrogen gas
in the frozen sample (14). The shrinkage observed here is interesting
due to its “opposite” apparent sample deformation. For these results,
we are likely seeing mass loss as liberated hydrogen gas, and other
species are able to freely diffuse away due to surrounding liquid me-
dium rather than being trapped in a frozen state. More experiments
are needed to calculate true dose thresholds for functional and mor-
phological damage in a wide range of biological samples during LC-TEM
to better understand the limits. The methods described here form a
good basis for these future studies.
Figure 4C further highlights a region from Fig. 4A, where a metal
nanoparticle is observed near the edge of one of the cell membranes.
Throughout the image series, the cell membrane (top and bottom
positions labeled by yellow arrows in Fig. 4C) is seen to draw away from
the nanoparticle as the cell shrinks. This observation highlights two
important facts. The first is that, without careful consideration, our
images could be interpreted as the cell dynamically “secreting” the
nanoparticle, with the nanoparticle moving farther away from the
cell over time. Other previous studies have attempted to draw physio-
logical conclusions about cellular behavior based on tracking particle
motion relative to the cell (32, 38). However, with our ability to acquire
pristine time = 0 images due to the low-dose imaging regime, we can see
that the nanoparticle actually remained static, whereas the cell periphery
moves as a result of beam-induced shrinking at electron fluxes far below
those typically used with most LC-TEM studies. Similar cell changes
relative to nanoparticle location are seen in other areas of the images.
Second, without careful control of irradiation before imaging, electron
flux histories as small as 1 e−/Å2 are enough to cause beam-drivenmor-
phological changes in the cell. Future investigations of biological
samples must be able to reliably start data acquisition on a cell (or pur-
ified protein complexes), which has experienced no or minimal ir-
radiation before starting the experiment. Such an approach, in the
future, will help simplify interpretation and ensure fidelity of any such
dynamic experiments for soft materials, and is a defining capability em-
powered by the devices presented here.
DISCUSSION
In summary, we describe a fabrication process to create multiwindow
and patterned devices for LC-TEMwith a large increase in imaging area
Fig. 3. Low-dose image acquisition empowered by patterned in situ focusing
aides. (A) Magnified view of five-window chip with grid bar patterning. (B) In situ
image of grid bars over a window once assembled in a commercial LC-TEM holder.
(C) Demonstration of low-dose capability allowed by using grid bars as focusing aids.
Optimal focus is found on grid bars followed by imaging the sample area in a single
shot withminimal previous electron exposure. Scale bars, 500 mm (A), 20 mm (B), 10 mm
(C, Search), 500 nm (C, Focus), and 500 nm (C, Acquire).
Fig. 4. Cumulative electron flux effects on biological cells. (A) Damage series of
C. metallidurans, imaged using a low-dose imaging regime at an electron flux of 1 e−/Å2
per acquisition. Time between each subsequent acquisition was 20 min, where the
beam was blanked during that time. Flux labeled is total cumulative flux for the
frame. Total field of view, 3.5 mm × 3.5 mm. (B) Overlay of cell boundary from initial
image (A) (1 e−/Å2) highlighting decreasing size andmorphological changes of cells
as a function of increasing cumulative electron flux. (C) Magnification (×10) of region
depicted in (A), where the edge of the cells (yellow arrows at top and bottom of each
frame) can be seen moving relative to the metal cluster with increasing electron flux.
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over conventional devices, and features that allow control over sample
irradiation history. These devices empowered new quantitative studies
on the impact of large cumulative electron fluxes to both inorganic and
organic materials in liquid. We described experiments where all holder
geometry and electron flux variables were controlled, allowing us to
focus on understanding the impact of only flow versus no flow or pre-
cursor concentration differences. The ability to control all variables
reproducibly for an LC-STEM experiment using the multiwindow
devices allowed us to demonstrate clear evidence of depletion. Likewise,
for biological samples, the ability to acquire images with minimal pre-
vious irradiation showed that a cumulative flux of 1 to 4 e−/Å2 is enough
to significantly affect the ultrastructure of a whole intact organism.
These results showcase new science enabled by the devices described
here. They also reveal that considerable care needs to be taken to know
and control total electron flux on the sample during the global experi-
ment leading up to final image acquisition, rather than just the electron
flux during single image collection, because this discrepancy can have
an adverse impact on data analysis and interpretation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Microfabrication
All microfabrication processes were performed in a class 1000 clean
room tominimize surface contaminants of nanofluidic devices. Overall
workflow (fig. S6) and a detailed step-by-step procedure are given in the
Supplementary Materials. Silicon wafers of 200 mm thickness, 4-inch
(100mm) diameter, [100] orientation, double side–polished, and double
side–coatedwith 10 nmof low-stress silicon nitridewere purchased from
Norcada. Masks were designed with AutoCAD (Autodesk) and printed
using a direct-write lithography mask printer (SF-100, Intelligent Micro
Patterning). Lithography for etching windows was rectangular, with
dimensions of 700 mm× 50 mm spaced 150 mm (center-to-center dis-
tance) that resulted in five windows of ~40 mm×690 mm final dimension
centered on each device. This window pattern maximized the number
and stability of windows while minimizing over etching by KOH.
In addition, 40-mm-width channels were patterned around each
2.6 × 2.6–mm device, and individual devices were sectioned by
etching concurrent with window etching by “perforating” the silicon
wafer with the device outline. Individual devices could then be re-
moved from the bulk wafer, where an entire 4-inch (100 mm) wafer is
patterned with over 400 repeating devices. Gold grid bars were patterned
to be 10 mm in width and to bisect each resulting window, while spacer
posts were 200 mm in diameter. Detailed mask designs are available
upon request to the corresponding author.
Liquid STEM imaging
All STEM imaging was performed on a 300-kV FEI Titan with a
monochromator, probe corrector, Gatan imaging filter, and high-angle
annular dark-field and bright-field detectors. The microscope was
aligned using the standard gold waffle thin film, and the beam current
was adjusted to 5.85 pA, an electron flux of 0.51 e−/Å2 per scan at
×57,000 magnification, 1024 × 1024 frame size, and 3-ms dwell time.
Electron flux and imaging conditions were kept constant for each
experiment, with gain autothresholded for both bright- and dark-
field STEM. Electron energy-loss spectra were acquired using the same
beam conditions, with a total collection ~0.1 s optimized for signal
detection.
Fresh solutions of 0.1 or 0.5 mM AgNO3 (Sigma-Aldrich) were
prepared and kept away from room lights with aluminum foil. Nano-
fluidic devices were plasma-cleaned in Ar for 60 s before loading to de-
crease the hydrophobicity of the device surface. A total of 0.3 ml of the
0.1 or 0.5 mM AgNO3 solution was placed on opposite sides of the
nanofluidic holder tip (Hummingbird Scientific) to ensure a hydrated
environment after loading nanofluidic devices. A single nanofluidic
device was placed in the nanofluidic holder, and 0.3 ml of the AgNO3
precursor solution was pipetted on the surface. A second nanofluidic
devicewas immediately placed on top of the first device, with thewindows
rotated 90° with respect to each other to form a 5 × 5 array of windows.
The devices were sealed in the nanofluidic holder and checked for
sealing in a Hummingbird pumping station. Upon observation that
high vacuum was pulled on the device and no visible defects were seen
in thewindows, the nanofluidic holderwas transferred to themicroscope
(during this time, the amount of light exposed to the loaded AgNO3
solution was minimized as much as possible).
After loading into the STEM, the nanofluidic holder was left to rest
for 30 to 40 min to minimize stage drift. Imaging locations were then
found by imaging at the lowestmagnification (×5000) and a scan size of
512 × 512 with a 0.2-ms dwell time to minimize electron flux before
imaging. Once a corner was located, imaging was performed at ×57,000
magnification and a scan size of 1024 × 1024with a 3-ms dwell time, and
videoswere recorded for 200 scans. These imaging conditionswere then
repeated at each subsequent window corner, as depicted in fig. S2A. In-
dividual and population kinetics for each data set were calculated using
established particle tracking algorithms described below.
Liquid TEM imaging
All TEM imaging was performed on a 300-kV FEI Titan with an image
corrector and a 2048 × 2048–pixel charge-coupled device (CCD) cam-
era (Gatan). Themicroscope was aligned using the standard gold waffle
thin film and various magnifications used in conjunction with the low-
dose imaging function. C. metalliduranswas cultured in standard nutri-
ent broth (NB)with 50mMAuClmediumuntil late log phase, harvested
at 3000g, and resuspended in ~500 ml of medium to concentrate cells.
Cells (0.3 ml) were loaded onto the five-window nanofluidic devices and
sealed in the Hummingbird nanofluidic holder. After ensuring herme-
ticity of the devices with pumping station, the sample was loaded into
the microscope and images were acquired with low-dose exposures of
1 s. The electron flux for images was either 0.5 or 1 e−/Å2.
Electron flux calculations
Scanning transmission electron microscopy
Electron flux for LC-TEM experiments was determined by measuring
the beam current on the small fluorescent screen given in the TEMuser
interface. This value was calibrated using a Faraday cup holder to deter-
mine the actual beam current at the sample plane for the value given
in the interface. All future experiments were then adjusted to this
calibrated value for consistency between experiments. The calibrated
beam current in picoamperes was then converted to electrons per sec-
ond, and the known pixel dwell time and pixel size were used to find a
flux of 0.51 e−/Å2 per scan.
Transmission electron microscopy
Electron flux for LC-TEMwas determined by calibrating theCCDcam-
era counts using a Faraday cup holder. Camera counts were calibrated
for a corresponding beam current and illumination condition, and sub-
sequent experiments were performed at the calibrated conditions. The
calibrated beam current in picoamperes was then converted to electrons
per second, and the known pixel size and exposure time were used to
find a flux of 0.5 or 1.0 e−/Å2 depending on the experiment.
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Video analysis and particle tracking
Particle formation was located, and growth was tracked in a video
sequence of in situ liquid STEM images. An image segmentation
method was first applied to locate individual particles in each image
frame of the video (25). The detected particles were associated over dif-
ferent image frames to track growth trajectories of individual particles
while identifying newly formed particles. The data association was for-
mulated as a global optimization problem to minimize the association
error (26). As illustrated in Fig. 2 (B and C), the main outcomes of the
analysis are the diameters of particles and the number of newly formed
particles versus time for the 13 different videos analyzed.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/4/4/eaaq1202/DC1
fig. S1. Multiwindow chips compatible with commercial LC-TEM holders.
fig. S2. Additional experimental data from Fig. 2.
fig. S3. Imaging path and thickness of multiwindow devices for no flow versus flow.
fig. S4. Low-dose imaging of biological samples.
fig. S5. Improved sampling of nonuniform samples with multiwindow areas.
fig. S6. Illustration of microfabrication workflow.
Supplementary protocol for fabrication of multiwindow devices
movie S1. Demonstration of in situ liquid cell “low-dose” imaging.
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